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Background: To analyze the atypical enhanced computed tomography (CT) signs of pancreatic cancer (PC) 
and compare them with those of autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) to explore the differential diagnosis value of 
CT. 
Methods: The clinical data of 36 AIP (AIP group) and 38 PC patients (PC group), who were admitted to 
our hospital from January 2013 to June 2020 and confirmed by surgical biopsy or hormone therapy, were 
retrospectively analyzed. Participants in both groups were examined by CT, the imaging signs of the 2 
groups were analyzed, and the results of CT examination were compared. 
Results: In the PC group, the density of the lesions on the CT scan was mostly reduced, the pancreas 
was not swollen, and the kidneys were not involved. The bile duct wall was thickened with a sausage-like 
appearance, enveloped edges were rare, blood vessels were invaded, lymph nodes were enlarged, and the 
pancreatic duct was truncated. The findings of the AIP group were the opposite. The difference in the 
proportion of participants with the above-mentioned CT features between the 2 groups was statistically 
significant (P<0.05). The shape of the lesions in the AIP group was mainly elongated, of uneven density, 
and the density of enhanced scanning was medium to high. The predominant shape of the lesions in PC 
participants was spherical, and the density was uniform. The enhanced scan was mainly low-density. The 
difference in shape and density between the 2 groups was also statistically significant (P<0.05). The CT 
values of the plain scan, intravenous phase, and delayed phase in the AIP group were significantly higher 
than those in the PC group (P<0.05). 
Conclusions: The imaging signs of AIP and PC overlap. Examination with CT is of great value in the 
differential diagnosis between AIP and PC. Familiarity with and mastery of the CT signs of AIP and PC 
can help to improve the accuracy of clinical diagnosis and provide a reliable basis for patients’ follow-up 
treatment.
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Introduction

Autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) is a special type of chronic 
pancreatitis mediated by autoimmunity and characterized 
by pancreatic enlargement and irregular narrowing of the 
pancreatic duct (1,2). Lymphoid plasma cell infiltration with 
pancreatic tissue fibrosis is the main pathological feature of 
AIP. At the same time, pancreatic tissue fibrosis can lead to 
impaired pancreatic function. Therefore, early and accurate 
diagnosis can allow patients to receive effective drug 
treatment and avoid unnecessary surgery.

Pancreatic duct stenosis, chronic pancreatitis, and 
localized pancreatic duct stenosis are the main types of AIP. 
Among them, the imaging and clinical features of pancreatic 
cancer (PC) overlap with localized pancreatic duct stenosis, 
leading to difficulty in clinical differential diagnosis, and a 
high rate of misdiagnosis (3,4). Furthermore, there are vast 
differences in the treatment of PC and AIP. Misdiagnosis 
will thus delay the patient’s condition and threaten their 
life. Imaging examination is a common auxiliary method for 
clinical differential diagnosis of pancreatic diseases. 

AIP is an uncommon form of chronic pancreatitis. 
Whilst being corticosteroid responsive, AIP often 
masquerades radiologically as pancreatic neoplasia. The 
mean accuracies for diagnosing AIP and PC are 68% and 
83%, respectively. The most common findings for AIP 
are common bile duct (CBD) stricture, bile duct wall 
hyperenhancement, and diffuse parenchymal enlargement. 
The most common findings for PC are focal mass and 
pancreatic ductal dilatation. Misdiagnosis of PC in patients 
with AIP is due to focal mass, pancreatic duct dilatation, and 
pancreatic atrophy, whereas misdiagnosis of AIP in patients 
with PC is due to absence of atrophy, presence of diffuse 
enlargement, and peripancreatic halo (5). Multidetector-
row computed tomography (MDCT) and magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging are currently the most frequently 
performed imaging modalities for the study of pancreatic 
disease. In all the cases in which AIP is strongly suspected 
but the diagnosis is uncertain, MDCT and MR are useful 
imaging modalities to suggest the correct diagnosis. 
Repeated MDCT and/or MR examinations after short-term 
treatment (2–3 weeks) with high-dose steroids can identify 
a significant reduction in the size of pancreatic parenchyma, 
and the normalisation of the calibre of the MPD and bile 
ducts. The results of this short-term follow-up are obviously 
present in AIP and absent in the case of pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma (6). Previous research have exhibited 
that the five methods including multidetector computed 

tomography (MDCT) , contrast-enhanced high mechanical 
index EUS (CEHMI-EUS), EUS, B-Mode EUS and 
contrast-enhanced low mechanical index EUS (CELMI-
EUS) were performed to examine the pancreatic carcinoma, 
CEHMI-EUS is considered a standard procedure when 
pancreatic carcinoma is suspected in a patient (7). The 
enhanced duct sign was more frequently observed in 
patients with AIP than in patients with PC or chronic 
pancreatitis (8). Among them, computed tomography (CT) 
examination is widely used in clinical practice due to its low 
price, fast scanning speed, and wide range of applications (9).  
Therefore, this study analyzed PC atypical enhanced CT 
signs through retrospective investigation and compared 
them with AIP to explore the differential diagnosis value 
of CT, to provide a reliable basis for clinical diagnosis and 
treatment. We present the following article in accordance 
with the MDAR checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/gs-20-821).

Methods

General information

We conducted a retrospective analysis of the clinical data 
of 36 AIP and 38 PC patients admitted to our hospital 
between January 2013 and June 2020 and confirmed by 
surgical biopsy or hormone therapy. All experiments were 
carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki 
(as revised in 2013). All patients agreed to participate in 
this study and signed an informed consent form. This study 
was approved by the Sichuan Academy of Medical Sciences 
& Sichuan Provincial People’s Hospital (No. H20130527). 
The inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: (I) 
AIP patients met the relevant diagnostic criteria in the 
Japanese Acute Pancreatitis Treatment Guidelines (10); 
(II) eligible for CT examination; (III) complete imaging 
and pathological data; (IV) without other pancreatic 
diseases; (V) no history of alcohol abuse or gallstones. 
The exclusion criteria were as follows: (I) patients with 
liver and kidney dysfunction; (II) patients with intestinal 
obstruction, cholecystitis, and other diseases; (III) patients 
with autoimmune systemic diseases; (IV) patients who had 
undergone/were undergoing preoperative chemotherapy 
and radiotherapy. With the above criteria, the eligible 
participants were 22 males and 14 females with AIP, aged 
35–78 years old, with an average age of 55.62±5.54 years. 
Their clinical symptoms included abdominal pain, diarrhea, 
hypoglycemia, jaundice, and other symptoms. There were 
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23 males and 15 females of the eligible PC patients, aged 
38–77 years, with an average age of 55.82±5.26 years. Their 
clinical symptoms included abdominal pain, diarrhea, 
weight loss, palpable mass, and jaundice.

Study method

We examined and excluded all metals on the participant 
that may have affected the scan. The participant took the 
supine position the supine anatomical position. A GE Light 
speed 64-slice spiral CT scanner (GE Medical Systems, 
Milwaukee, WI, USA) was used for imaging. Participants 
were requested to fast for >8 h before the operation and 
drink 1,000 mL of water 30 min before the examination to 
ensure the stomach and duodenum were full. The scanning 
started from the top of the diaphragm and descended to all 
parts of the pancreas. The scanning parameters included 
tube voltage 120 KV, tube current 150 mA, scanning layer 
thickness 5 mm, pitch 1.0, and reconstruction interval  
5 mm. An extra 3 s were allowed before the scan to prepare 
for the patient’s breath-holding. A routine plain scan was 
first performed, and then a high-pressure syringe was 
used to inject 80 mL of iohexol via the elbow vein for a 
dynamic three-phase enhanced scan, with an injection rate 
of 3.0 mL/s. The delayed scan time for the arterial phase 
was 25–30 s, the delayed scan time for the venous phase 
was 65 s, and the delayed phase was 120 s. After the scan 
was completed, the multi-slices helical CT (MSCT) post-
processing workstation was used to reconstruct the coronal 
and sagittal images of the participant’s axial scan.

Observation indicators

The CT images were read by 2 senior and experienced 
radiologists in the diagnostic team, focusing on the 
following CT signs: (I) the shape of the lesion. The 
pancreas is divided into 3 parts, the focal type is defined 
when the lesion only affects 1 local-part; the diffuse type 
is defined when the lesion affects ≥2 consecutive parts and 
with a sausage-like appearance and fibrous capsule; (II) the 
shape of the pancreas. Whether there were signs of lymph 
node enlargement (lymph node shorter diameter >1.0 cm), 
vascular involvement (the lesion was wrapped around by a 
blood vessel, or the blood vessel was twisted); (III) whether 
there was a thickening of the bile duct wall (bile duct wall 
thickening >0.3 cm), bile duct dilation (pancreatic part of 
the bile duct or concentric stenosis, upper pancreatic head 

lumen >1.0 cm) and pancreatic duct dilation (pancreatic 
duct lumen >0.3 cm), among other signs.

The calcification, density, and kidney involvement of 
the 2 groups of participants were observed, and changes in 
morphology, density, and CT values of the 2 groups were 
compared.

Statistical analysis

The data in this study were analyzed with the statistical 
software SPSS version 22.0 (SPSS Inc., IBM Corp., 
Chicago, IL, USA). The measurement data were described 
as the mean ± standard deviation (SD), and the t-test was 
used for comparison. Counting data were expressed by 
composition ratio, and the chi-squared (χ2) test was used 
for comparison. The difference was considered statistically 
significant when P<0.05. 

Results

General information of the 2 groups of patients

Comparison of the general information of the 2 groups 
of patients showed no difference in general data such as 
gender, age, course of the disease, and history between the 
2 groups, and they were comparable (P>0.05), as shown in 
Table 1.

Comparison of CT scan results between the 2 groups of 
patients

Comparison of CT scan results between the 2 groups 
revealed that in the PC group, the density of the lesions 
on the CT scan was mostly decreased, the pancreas was 
not swollen, and the kidneys were not involved. The bile 
duct wall was thickened, of sausage-like appearance, and 
envelope-like edges were rare. The blood vessels were 
invaded, lymph nodes were enlarged, and the pancreatic 
duct was truncated. The AIP group was just the opposite 
(Figure 1A,B). The difference in the proportion of the 
abovementioned CT features between the 2 groups was 
statistically significant (P<0.05), see Table 2.

Comparison of CT imaging characteristics between the 2 
groups

Comparison of CT imaging features between the 2 groups 
showed that the shape of the lesions in PC patients was mainly 
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spherical, of uniform density, and the enhanced scan was 
mainly low-density, whereas the shape of the lesions in the 
AIP group was mainly long, of uneven density, and the density 
of the enhanced scan was moderately high (Figure 1C,D,E,F).  
The difference in morphology and density between the 2 
groups was statistically significant (P<0.05), see Table 3.

Comparison of CT values between the 2 groups

Comparison of CT values between the 2 groups revealed 
that the CT values of the plain scan, arterial phase, 
venous phase, and delayed phase in the AIP group were 
significantly higher than those in the PC group. The CT 
values of the plain scan, venous phase, and delayed phase 

Table 1 General information of the 2 groups of patients [(x±s), n (%)]

Group Male/female Average age (years)
Disease course 

(years)

History

Hypertension Diabetes

AIP group (n=36) 22/14 55.62±5.54 0.87±0.35 5 3

PC group (n=38) 23/15 55.82±5.26 0.92±0.31 6 4

t/χ2 0.003 0.159 0.651 0.168

P 0.959 0.874 0.517 0.682

AIP, autoimmune pancreatitis; PC, pancreatic cancer.

Figure 1 The results of CT scan. (A,B) The AIP CT scan shows pancreatic enlargement, the body tail is obvious, boundary is blurred, 
parenchymal density is slightly reduced, and the body tail is surrounded by a slightly low-density shadow. (C,D) The AIP enhanced scan for 
the late arterial phase, the pancreas is slightly enhanced and the density is slightly uneven. (E,F) Enhanced scan for the portal vein stage, 
the pancreas shows uneven enhancement, which is significantly lower than that of the liver, and thin strips of low-density shadows are seen 
inside. CT, computed tomography; AIP, autoimmune pancreatitis.
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were significantly different between the 2 groups (P<0.05), 
see Table 4.

Discussion

As one of the benign pancreatic lesions, AIP is easily 
misdiagnosed as PC in clinical practice. The etiology 
and pathogenesis of the disease have not yet been fully 
elucidated. It is generally believed that the occurrence of 
AIP is related to pancreatic involvement when the patient's 
immune system is over-reactive (11,12). Onset is more 
common in elderly, predominantly male patients. This 
study also consisted of predominantly male participants, 
which mirrored the real-life situation. 

The common pathological changes in AIP patients 
are pancreatic enlargement and pancreatic duct stenosis. 
After the onset, there are no specific clinical symptoms, 
however, it can manifest as abdominal pain and obstructive  
jaundice (13). Additionally, AIP often leads to extra-
pancreatic involvement, which intensifies the suffering of 
patients and further complicates clinical treatment.

The main categories of AIP are diffuse and localized, 
among which the incidence of diffuse AIP is the highest 
and the most common site of AIP is the head of the 
pancreas. An important imaging feature is focal low-density 
swelling, which overlaps to some degree with the imaging 
signs of PC, thus often misleading the clinical differential 
diagnosis (14,15). The incidence of PC in pancreatic 
malignancies is as high as 90%, and it has also gradually 
increased in recent years. Due to the concealed position 
of the pancreas and rapid pathological progress, the 
treatment and prognosis of this disease are poor (16). In the 
clinical treatment of PC, surgical treatment is often used, 
supplemented by chemotherapy and radiotherapy when 
necessary, while the AIP mainly uses steroid therapy, and 
the specific conservative treatment plan is often adjusted 
according to the follow-up observation results. Usually, 
surgical treatment is not recommended. Therefore, there 
are obvious differences between the 2 diseases regarding 
treatment (17). If AIP and PC can be diagnosed accurately 
at an early stage, it will assist the formulation of targeted 
treatment plans and improvement of the efficacy and quality 

Table 2 Comparison of CT scan results between the 2 groups of patients [n (%)]

Group
Reduced 

lesion 
density

Swollen 
pancreas

Capsular 
edge

Thickening 
bile duct 

wall

Pancreatic 
duct 

truncation

Vascular 
invasion

Enlarged 
lymph 
nodes

Sausage-
like 

appearance

Pancreatic 
duct 

dilation

Kidney 
involvement

AIP group 
(n=36)

7 (19.44) 27 (75.00) 23 (63.89) 23 (63.89) 4 (11.11) 0 (0.00) 7 (19.44) 30 (83.33) 32 (88.89) 12 (33.33)

PC group 
(n=38)

38 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 2 (5.26) 3 (7.89) 34 (89.47) 25 (65.79) 17 (44.74) 3 (7.89) 33 (86.84) 0 (0.00)

χ2 50.338 44.872 28.403 25.432 45.441 35.768 5.397 42.580 0.072 15.118

P 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.020 0.001 0.788 0.001

AIP, autoimmune pancreatitis; PC, pancreatic cancer.

Table 3 Comparison of CT imaging characteristics between the 2 groups [n (%)]

Group
Shape Density uniformity Enhanced scan density

Spherical Rectangle Evenly Uneven Calcification Low Medium High

AIP group 
(n=36)

2 (5.56) 34 (94.44) 0 (0.00) 36 (100.00) 0 (0.00) 14 (38.89) 21 (58.33) 1 (2.78)

PC group 
(n=38)

36 (94.74) 2 (5.26) 35 (92.11) 3 (7.89) 0 (0.00) 36 (94.74) 2 (5.26) 0 (0.00)

χ2 69.997 62.915 26.341

P 0.001 0.001 0.001

CT, computed tomography; AIP, autoimmune pancreatitis; PC, pancreatic cancer.
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of medical treatment.
At present, the accurate differential diagnosis of AIP and 

PC before surgery has become a hot topic for clinicians 
and scholars. The value of CT examination in the diagnosis 
and staging of PC has been clinically recognized, and it is 
regarded as the best imaging method for PC examination 
(18,19). In recent years, CT has been used increasingly 
in the differential diagnosis of AIP and PC, and the CT 
characteristics of the 2 diseases are significantly different. 
The CT signs of AIP are mainly pancreatic swelling. At the 
same time, the density of the lesions is reduced, bile duct 
wall is thickened, blood vessels are invaded, and the lymph 
nodes are enlarged. 

The results of this study showed that there were 
significant differences in pancreatic swelling, kidney 
involvement, bile duct wall thickening, sausage-like 
appearance, envelope-like edges, vascular invasion, and 
enlarged lymph nodes between the 2 groups, but there was 
no significant difference in pancreatic duct dilation between 
the 2 groups. Muraki et al. (20) reported that the edge of the 
capsule can be observed in about 16–80% of AIP patients. 
Heo et al. (21) and other studies have suggested that the 
changes of the biliary system have a high reference value in 
the differential diagnosis of AIP. The findings of this study 
showed that the AIP group mainly displayed thickening 
of the bile duct wall, while the CT signs of the bile duct 
in the PC group were mainly pancreatic duct truncation. 
Therefore, AIP can be exonerated when pancreatic duct 
truncation occurs on CT, but if there is bile duct wall 
thickening accompanied by high density lesions, AIP can 
be highly suspected (22). The CT value of the AIP group 
during the plain scan was significantly higher than that of 
the PC group, and after the enhanced scan, the AIP group 
showed progressive and uniform enhancement of the 
disease, while the PC group had no obvious enhancement, 
which was consistent with the report of Vujasinovic et al. (23).  
In the present study, we also found that there were 
significant differences in the CT values of AIP and CP 

during the plain scan, venous phase scan, and delayed phase 
scan, which suggested that the CT value of lesions is of 
great significance in the differential diagnosis.

Currently, AIP and PC can be diagnosed clinically based 
on patient symptoms, signs, and typical imaging signs. 
However, it has been found from previous literature and 
our current study that there are still some cases of atypical 
PC that are difficult to distinguish from the imaging signs 
of AIP. Therefore, the appearance of the thickening of 
the bile duct wall, pancreatic duct truncation, and other 
elements (24) can be integrated with other clinical data to 
differentiate between AIP and PC.

In summary, the imaging signs of AIP and PC overlap. 
Examination using CT is of great value in the differential 
diagnosis of these two diseases. Familiarity with and 
masteryof the CT signs of AIP and PC can help improve 
the accuracy of clinical diagnosis and provide a reliable basis 
for the optimizing patient follow-up treatment.
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